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Famous For:
Was selected as a student representative for the International Collaborative Design Initiative by University of Tennessee for brain
storming innovative ideas for low-income housing in the United States of America and India. Have been a Gujarat zonal-level
swimming champion, securing 1st place, for 4 consecutive years - from 2010 until 2014.
Occupation/Creatrix:
I am an architect by profession. I would like to become a researcher in my field to help build better sustainable cities to aid in solving
the climate change conundrum and find answers to the question of livability in future cities.
Organisations/Memberships:
World Genius Directory, The High Intellect Society, Global Evolving Network of an Intellectually Upgraded Society, Evolution IQ
Society, Callidus High IQ Society, Elite IQ Society.
Why work with IQ:
I was introduced to the High IQ network soon after I graduated in architecture, less than a year back. I work with the IQ foundations
to engage, question, interact and exchange ideas. So far, I have come to believe that majority of the IQ individuals share common
traits such as me and most prevalent of them all is the nature of being reticent. Having like-minded individuals to interact with and
learn from is inspiring and extremely motivational. The IQ society is full of influential members who are doing their level best to
voice logical opinions and support important causes. As a community, irrespective of our caste or creed or place of birth, we carry a
gift and potential towards the betterment of the future human race.
Goal for IQ as a WGD Ambassador Genius of the Year:
The platform given to me as the WGD Asian Ambassador Genius of the Year 2016 is a glorious opportunity! Although, it is a matter
of pride and joy at the moment, I do not want to get complacent. As a profound ambassador of genius, I would like to start my own
foundation of IQ geniuses around the world with responsibilities to propagate this gift to those under privileged ones. I will help make
the society of geniuses comfortable in their own community where they can share their ideas and knowledge and bring about prolific
results in their respective field of expertise.
Statement for the World:
As a chosen candidate, I haven’t been given an award, rather - a responsibility, and I am honored to take it up. This award doesn’t
make me a pioneer yet; rather it motivates me towards achieving my greatest accomplishment – to build for a better tomorrow, to
work towards a living change!

